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ON THE ITERATIVE CONSTRUCTION OF A SOLUTION OF NONLINEAR 
ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
Walter PETRY, Dusseldorf 
Introduction. General existence theorems for nonlinear 
elliptic boundary value problems for operators of the form 
AOc),<~ % '.-A^^A-C*^,^,...,}""**) 
saMsm ** 
are considered in several papers (see e.g. [l-5f 8, 9, 11-
131). The operator ACa) is studied on a closed subspace 
V of the Sobolev space W^,*, (XL) , where XI is a boun-
ded open subset of %m' m & 4 , The existence theorems 
are based upon different methods and different assumptions* 
In 11, 2, 5] the theory of monotone operators on reflexive 
Banach spaces is used, while in t3, 4, 8, 9f 12, 131 the mo-
notonicity condition is replaced by a weaker assumption. 
Browder considers in 13, 4] noncoercive elliptic boundary 
value problems, while all other cited papers assume that the 
operator A satisfies a coercivity condition. Furthermore 
there are different growth conditions on the functions 
A^(^,AA,,T>AjL,...9Ty
m'4^) with respect to AA,, ..., J)""'^ . 
All these existence theorems are not constructive. 
AlflS, Primary 35J60, 49D10 Ref. 2. 7.956, 7.962.5 
Secondary 47H15 
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For operators A of order 2 an -» an an iteration 
process is given by Koselev £6] and in til Kratochvil 
studies a similar iteration method for operators A being 
a potential operator. In both cases it is proved that the 
iteration sequence converges to the unique solution of 
the elliptic boundary value problem. It is assumed that 
the operator A is monotone and coercive and the func-
tions A ^ satisfy restrictive growth conditions. 
It is the purpose of the present note to apply the 
general iteration process studied in IlOl to nonlinear el-
o 
liptic boundary value problems on the space "W,̂  2 - It 
is assumed that A is a potential operator which must not 
be monotone or coercive. The functions A ^ (x9u,...., J?/m',a-) 
satisfy less restrictive growth conditions. It is shown 
that the iteration sequence converges to a solution of the 
not necessarily uniquely solvable nonlinear elliptic boun-
dary value problem. 
2. In this section we will state the assumptions, so-
me known results on nonlinear elliptic operators and the 
general iteration process studied in [10]. 
In the following we shall use the usual notations 
(see e.g. [3]). We introduce the notations: Let f , *£ Qna* 
g> be the vectors { f^ .• I oo I £ an. i , i^'* \ot\ & an - 41 
and i 9^ : \&\ *» an J 9 respectively, from the spaces 
H W , TL*"*-* and **<*' **"'* , respectively. 
Furthermore we assume that Jl is a bounded open 
subset of X/n' with sufficiently smooth boundary &SL 
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such that the Imbedding Theorems of Sobolev hold. 
FOP functions AA(X) 9 w (x) 9 defined on IX a«e«, we set 
(AJL-AT) ** f u(x) AT(X) dx , whepe f denotes the 
Lebesgue integral. 
We will study solutions of nonlinear elliptic bounda-
ry value problems on the Sobolev space W ^ 2 . By 
< w, w > we shall denote the value of tw €. rf£ a at 
o 
f^t 2 
FOP each or , A ^ is assumed to be a function from XL x 
x R /nu to R'* satisfying the following conditions (a«t33): 
Assumption A; (1) A ^ is measurable in x tor fixed 
f c RSim* and continuous in f on K ^ fop almost all 
:X € il * Let ̂  be the greatest integer less than nrt — 
-m,/2 , and £ * denote the vector {(f^ I* lot I *g 4* ! from 
R "•' . There exist continuous functions c^ and c^ from 
R S i r to L ^ C i l ) and R^ , respectively, such that 
with the exponents 41A and 'fi'.- satisfying 
JQ,A » 2 for loc\ m an , 
.p,̂  :> s^ ̂ r loci e tmt - /n /_2 , mrt I , 
A /S^ m 4/2 ~ (#n,-\oc\ )/m, , 
4/5^, -r 4/s^ - 4 , 
a n f^c/3 ̂  ^ £ot* I «c 1 « 1/3/ -« /rn- , 
-p^- -< $#/&* ior '*l, 1/31 e C .m-mV.2,*m-.3, 
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Joel + 101 < 2 m, , 
4 ^ - a? $0 for loci e C 0 > J , 
I (S ! « tftn*- m>/2) m 3 . 
(2) For almost all x e il and each ^ c R 
1#t
 let!Jvri
(A*^^»9'>-A«^^,9'/;»^- <>=* ° 
for y * 9/ . 
(3) There exist continuous functions c. and c from 
RS<r to JĴ  with c / f ^ ) - = c 0 * 0 for a l l f^.:*{fK : 
jlecl a? A-? . such that for almost a l l * c II , a l l <-> and 
<ij we have 
J^( .x ,^ ,y) % *c ( , ( f | , ) l ? i
a -c ( f ; )_S i l ^^4 / 9 ^ 
with t „ -x Sfi . 
(4) F : i l x R — * X 4 . For each fixed f € & "*} 
F(* , £ ) ia measurable on IL , For almost all .x e il , 
FC .x , • ) ia onoe continuously differentiable with ——- m 
35 A . • Furthermore let 
at 
ir(oc,pu.cft(f;K.x)+c,(f;) s , I&,I iw-iť/íZ-i 1(11-*"'*' 
whara c 2 and C 3 are continuous functions from Jl to 
l/(il) and R ^ f raapactivaly. 
(5) For each oc and almost all )( e H ; A^Cx, • ) 
ia once continuously differentiable auch that 
| i^M2Lc r f /f>x) + dCf;) s i S r i * " , 
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where the exponents satisfy with o ^ ; » s^/s^ , 4/cf +. 
+ 1 /<?,*/* • ̂  the following inequalities 
-Pkjiy * V / ( s * 7 * / s ) f o r '^'JA'^rl^f^-^^^rm,], 
Vrtpr ~ I** f o r , o c l > l r ' 6 c w ~m ' / 2> ^ ] ? 
l/il -< /m-- /rt / 2 , 
-^cc/sr * s * f o r l r l € ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ 1*1,1/31 e co, -frJ 
and c^ /» ( d , respectively) is a continuous function from 
&** to L ^ " " 3 (il) for loci, 1/31 € Cm-/nV2,.w-3, 
to L 6 * ( i l ) for Iccl e C/m.-m,/2,<m. 3 , 1(31 e TO, * - ] , 
s' 
to L p ( i l ) for lecl e C0,J&-3, l (3 |e C /m-m/2 , /m. J and 
to L 4 ( i l ) for loci , lp>l € C 0 , Jer 3 ( &\ , respec-
t i ve ly ) . 
Assumption A (1) - (4) i s the assumption of Browdex* C33 
(/fit « 2 ) , where the following Lemma i s proved: 
Lemma 1; Let Assumption A hold. Set 
*U . , . t r ) . - J ( ^ ( ' i $<*)), $"*>) , 
\ai\ s m\, 
<},LJUL)% 9 f F ( x , £ Cu>)(x)) c ix -
Then it follows: 
(a) There exists a bounded continuous mapping TiP^^—* 
~* 1 ^ a , such that for all u , nr e W ^ 2 
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a, (M*i<w) ~s < T-tc, <v> > * 
Furthermore T satisfies the condition (S +): If for any 
0 
sequence 4 U*^J in "W^ ̂  converging weakly to xt in 
W ^ 2 such that JUm AUJU(V < T-t^ - T-c^ JUL^ - >a- > -6 0, 
it follows that «Cu,t} converges strongly to .u in ty^ a . 
- ., such that *c_.. 
^ , C O . _ _ _ _ _ . : 
o 
(b) a. is a once differentiable functional in "V̂ m _t > 
and its derivative a, satisfies 
9,'Ca,) m TC^t) . 
(c) For each Jl -=» 0 there ex is t s a constant L ^ 0 
such that for a l l u,, nr c XL »-fxc, % It A* II _ss & 5 
1 T o , - T t r B «£ L R 8 AA, - /ir B . 
Procf: The assertions (a) and (b) are proved in [3] using 
assumption A (1) - (4), while assertion (c) follows also as 
in t3] by assumption A (5) using the Imbedding Theorem of Sobo-
lev. 
0 
The usual norm in W^ 2 is equivalent to the norm 
&^Hm,*!*< £ CJ>*^, J)**,))4'* (see e.g.t73), which shall 
be used in the following* 
We need further 
AsaWt|on.,J. Share «iat % € ̂ a , *r > 0 , p ^ 0 , 
such that for all 
i t follows 
«_£-/**<•»-<*"' -»"<* - •* » * ° • 
Itftl 9 fltl> 
Remark: Under the assumptions A and B the mapping T de-
fined by Lemma 1 is not coercive* 
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If we assume the coercivity condition 
Assumption B*: Let exist a constant a.̂  > 0 and a 
function a^ e U* CSL ) such that for almost all 
oc € il and all £ e JL we have 
loll * /tt ' 
then we have the following 
Proposition: Suppose that the assumptions A and B # » 
hold. Then assumption B is also true with *£ « 0, p >> 0 
arbitrary and n, sufficiently large* 
For our iteration process we need the following Lemma 
(see e.g. £ 5l, § 8): 
Lemma 2: Consider the differential operator 
3(w) : « (-4)^ S J)2*^ 
loci» /nv 
and the bilinear form 
Sr(ju.9ar): =- ^ C J>°xt, J>°V ) . 
•Then i t follows: 
o 
(a) There exists a linear bounded operator Si Krta - > 
"*Xif a s u c h *that f o r a 1 1 ^; ^ e W/m.,a 
<£>4c,'*r > «•• Ar(A4,,/tr) , 
< S* ,^> - II S^CA\^^,2 - »^C , 
2 
2. 
(b) For each /ur̂  e TAf^ a there exists a unique 
**o e ^m,* such that Su'o m VQ ' 
We will now state a special case of the general itera-
tion process studied in [101. 
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Let 3 be a real Banach space with dual 3 * , a»* denote 
by <4*r, ̂ > the value of r c B * at AC €. 3 < Let 
^ c B and set 
K ^ i - i ^ e B j IAA,- nr0i <* H, I , 
X ^ 4 f ? » **, c 3 ; I*. - nr0 H < * -4- p ? -
By X ^ and K ^ ^ we denote the closure of X/t an^ 
X^f f respectively. 
We assume 
Condition Ii (a) Let £: X ^ y -t- B * satisfying 
*tt4*, II f (>u,) II .^ M 
with suitable constant M -> 0 * Let there exist a con-
stant i,0 >• 0 such that for all AA,, AT € J C ^ * it fol-
lows 
It f (AJL) - f (nr)ll -£ h 0 \ju.-*r II . 
(b) Suppose that 50 is a linear mapping from B to 
3 * possessing an inverse on 3 * such that for all w e 
€ 3* 
||9^Cw)ll -6 L IWA 
with suitable constant L >• 0 . Set 
**'-**(& »iJr.) • 
Condition II? (a) There exists a functional fy on 
Xfc + p j, possessing a linear Gateaux-differential 
<f<fr(Ai,nr)**<<£(A4,)f*r> such that <j? Uc) = - £ (44. ) . 
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(b) There exists a constant cQ >- 0 such that for 
each w e B' 
<vr, <p~'l(mr)> -£ c0 H<uHf 
Further l e t 0 < h> < %> : = x^f (<**>*, T77*) 
Condition III; Let Jh/ c [ 0, 3i 3 , or € K^ and sup-
pose that AJL e KI+Q sa t i s f i es 
<p (AJL) ss <p C/tr) 4- &v £ ( AL > , 
then it follows AJL # -£/£,$> 
Condition IV: Let - C ^ ? <= X ^ such that f Ctc ) —v 
~> 0 * Then there exists a subsequence i w^, } and an 
element JUL e K^ ouch that xty, converges strongly to 
At and £ (AA.) m 0 . 
We may now formulate 
Lemma 3 (sn [10]): Suppose that the conditions I - IV 
hold and let <LLQ e X t . Then we have ; 
(a) The nonlinear problem 
9 ("'t+A ) ** <9 (*>*)+ **>i ("-»+i ) 
has in the ball 4 AJL C B J (Ix^-x^ (-£? p? a unique solution 
^ which can be obtained by the following iteration 
process 
9l^i^f)s9<^9)4'H<(%^) Cim°>1>2,-- ? » fi*e<*>> 
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It follows ^ ^ € JC^ . 
(b) The sequence {& } - uniquely defined by (a) -
possesses a subsequence i^iif } which converges to some 
>u,*€ K^ satisfying £(AJL*) *- 0 . The sequences 
4 At , •«. ? Cle.----t4.i-2,.-.) then also converge to AL * . 
Each limiting point of f.a-p ? is a solution of ic(-a) s 
» 0 . 
(c) If £ (AA>) -» 0 has in X/t, only isolated solu-
tions, then the whole sequence AAJLA converges to AJL* 
3. In this section we will now state our theorem on 
the iterative construction of a solution of nonlinear el-
liptic boundary value problems. 
We apply Lemma 3 to the nonlinear elliptic boundary 
value problem* Thus we set 
and consider the following iteration process 
(1) S <**•-.> - SCALJ- JfcTCu.^) 
and 
(2) S(^.H)=SU)))-4T(-;,ii) a«0,M,...5#--»--), 
to construct a solution of 
(3) TM, - 0 . 
By Lemma 1 it follows that (3) is equivalent to 
(4) a,C«v,/w)/ = S. (A. ( . , £ (*.-)), J V ) « ^ 
loCl si in, * 
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for all <tr e yf^n a f i.e. (3) is equivalent to a weak 
solution of the nonlinear elliptic boundary value problem 
£ <-4)*,J)*A^(*f^foc),...,fJ)
<,V)Coc;) m 0 for 
X € JO. t 
C3)flCx4.)Cx)-x 0 for x c ail , loci e m t - 4 . 
We can now formulate 
Theorem: Suppose that assumptions A and B hold. Let 
A*S0 * K^ s ~ iu, e Wm^ . 1 1 ^ - ^ fl^a< /£- ? . Then there 
existsa constant Jfa > 0 such that for 0 *<? %v «< fo the 
following holds: 
(a) The nonlinear problem (1) has in the ball 
iu € Vf^ a s liis-w^ II ̂ ^ *£ f J a unique solution 
>u.. satisfying ^^.^ e X ^ - which can be obtained toj 
the iteration process (2). 
(b) The sequence 4 AL,^ ? - uniquely defined by (a) -
possesses a subsequence 4AL^0 f which converges to a eola-
tion AAS* of (3) (i.e. (4)) satisfying AA-* e K & • The se-
quences 4 AL^** jfe? ( k, * £ 4 , * 29„. ) then also con-
verge to xt,* . Each limiting point is a solution of (3) (!•«• 
(4)). 
(c) If (3) has in X ̂  only isolated solutions, then 
the whole sequence 4 M , ^ } converges to AA,* 
Proof: We apply Lemma 3. The conditions 1(a) and 11(a) 
follow by Lemma 1, while conditions K b ) and 1Kb) follow by 
Lemma 2. Let kv >• 0, ir e K ̂  and suppose that 
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* * K** P • = <"- e
 W«*,i '• *«>-*o -*t,a ~ * + P f 
satisfies 
SCXJL) m SCnr) - I t T ( ^ ) 
then because 5 is linear we obtain by Lemma 2 and assump-
tion B 
I u, - ^ C a 8 8 8 < S(AI>- nr0 )9w- <ir0>~ <S (nr-nr0), w- <*0 > 
- H <T(4JU) , w- <tr0> 
proving AJL e X ̂  , i.e. 44, ̂  X ^ ~ • Condition IV fol-
lows by Lemma 1(a). Let < AJL, 3 c JC^ such that T C ^ > - > 
o 
—* 0 then by the reflexivity of yf tm a there exists a 
subsequence i AA, , } converging weakly to some AJL> . Thus we 
have 
>B^JUCft,<T(^ ) - T O ^ 0 . 
Hence by Lemma 1(a) KM,$, *i converges strongly to JUL , i.e. 
44, e K ^ . By the continuity of T it follows TC44J -» 0 
proving Condition IV. 
Remark: (a) The iteration process (1),(2) is rather com-
plicated because it consists of a recursive sequence of ite-
ration processes, but the assumptions are very mild. Further-
more one has only to solve a linear elliptic differential 
equations with constant coefficients of order 2 nrt . 
(b) The application of a slightly more general form of 
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Lemma 3 to nonlinear ordinary differential equations with 
boundary conditions is given in [101 without the assumption 
that the differential operator is a potential operator. 
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